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Heterostructured powders composed of microcrystalline PbTiO3 cores coated with nanostructured

TiO2 shells were prepared by a sol–gel method. When exposed to visible light (l 4 420 nm), the

heterostructured powder degrades methylene blue at a rate 4.8 times greater than PbTiO3, TiO2,

or mechanical mixtures of the phases. The rate at which the heterostructured powder degrades

methylene blue depends on the processing temperature; samples annealed at 500 1C are the most

reactive, even though they do not have the highest surface area. Enhanced degradation rates were

not observed for Pb-doped TiO2, indicating that it is the core–shell architecture and not

contamination by lead that increases the reactivity. The improved reactivity of microcrystalline-

PbTiO3/nanostructured-TiO2 heterostructures in visible light is attributed to visible light

absorption in the PbTiO3 core, charge separation at the buried interface between the ferroelectric

PbTiO3 and the dielectric TiO2, and dye degradation on the nanostructured TiO2 shell.

1. Introduction

Titania is the most widely studied photocatalytic material.1–3

To enhance its visible light response, it is often doped or used in
conjunction with other semiconductors.4–9 Doping is thought to
create absorption states in the gap, allowing absorption of lower
energy light. Semiconductor junctions can promote charge
separation through favorable band alignments and this has
the potential to reduce recombination losses. The advantage of
semiconductor junctions, in the form of composite or core–
shell materials, is that the light absorption and surface reaction steps
can be optimized in distinct phases. For example, it has been shown
that when titania is coupled to certain oxides with a narrower band
gap, its photochemical activity in visible light is enhanced.10,11

Recent work on BaTiO3–TiO2 and SrTiO3–TiO2 microcrystal-
line-core/nanostructured-shell materials has demonstrated
that this hierarchical architecture leads to enhanced water
splitting with UV irradiation.12 The present paper is based
on a similar composite strategy, but using a visible light
absorbing, ferroelectric core (PbTiO3). The composite material
described here is distinct from previously studied core–shell
materials because it combines a micron-scale, visible light
absorbing core that is ferroelectric. The choice of a micron-
scale core is to ensure that the volume is su!cient to support
full polarization and band bending, which will enhance charge
separation. The micro–nano core–shell hierarchical structure

presents a new strategy for improving and optimizing the
reactivity of photocatalysts. The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate that the visible light photochemical reactivity of
titania can be enhanced by supporting it on a ferroelectric
PbTiO3 core.
The motivation for using a micronsized ferroelectric, visible-

light absorbing core derives from the bulk photovoltaic e"ect
observed in semiconducting ferroelectrics.13–15 The internal
dipolar field that arises from the spontaneous ferroelectric
polarization creates mismatches in the electrochemical
potential of electrons at surfaces.16,17 Inoue and co-workers18

showed that the photocatalytic activities of TiO2 and NiO
films were enhanced when supported on a poled, ferroelectric
LiNbO3 substrate. A similar increase in photocatalytic activity
related to domain polarization was observed for ferroelectric
Pb(Zr,Ti)O3.

19 Those experiments provide direct evidence that
the internal dipolar field of a ferroelectric can influence the
movement of charge carriers and the photochemical reactivity.
More recently, Giocondi et al.20 showed that photochemical

reduction reactions were spatially localized on domains with
positive polarization and photochemical oxidation reactions
were localized on domains with negative polarization. Burbure
et al.21 showed that photochemical reactions on TiO2 films
supported by BaTiO3 were also spatially localized and similarly
correlated with domain structure. In these TiO2–BaTiO3 hetero-
structures, the thickness of the film and the orientation relationship
between substrate and coating also influenced the photochemical
activity of the heterostructure.22,23 Tiwari and Dunn24 recently
reviewed the possibility of using polarizable semiconductors to
control photochemical reactions. The fact that nanocomposites
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of ferroelectric BiFeO3 and titania have shown enhanced
visible light reactivity supports this concept.8 However, in
the BiFeO3/titania work, both phases are nanostructured
and the ferroelectric component is unlikely to support full
polarization or any significant band bending that can separate
charge carriers.25,26 To benefit from any possible advantages
imparted by dipolar fields from ferroelectric domains, it is
necessary for the ferroelectric to be larger than a critical size in
the range of about 200 nanometers.26 Therefore, we have
been interested in heterostructured core–shell particles having
micronsized cores that absorb light in extended space charge
regions, rather than in nanostructured core materials. A recent
study of planar heterostructures composed of dense titania
supported on visible light-absorbing BiFeO3 demonstrated
that electrons generated in the substrate could participate in
reduction reactions on the titania surface.10

Taken together, the previous findings suggest that a hetero-
structured photocatalyst consisting of a ferroelectric, visible
light absorbing, microcrystalline core surrounded by a nano-
structured titania shell could have enhanced photochemical
reactivity in visible light. This paper describes the sol–gel
synthesis and characterization of such a material, employing
PbTiO3 as the core and nanostructured titania as the shell. The
PbTiO3 crystals are relatively large, on the order of microns,
while the coating is nanostructured and has a relatively high
surface area. The degradation of methylene blue, monitored
by optical absorption spectroscopy, is used as a measure of
photochemical reactivity. The results show that the hetero-
structure is more reactive than either of the component phases
alone, or mixtures of them, indicating that the enhancement is
a result of the particle architecture.

2. Materials and methods

Materials preparation

Commercially available micron-sized PbTiO3 (mc-PbTiO3)
(99.9%, Alfa Aesar) was coated with nanostructured TiO2

(ns-TiO2) using a previously reported sol–gel method.8 Titanium
tetrabutoxide (TBOT, 99.0%, Acros Organics) was used as a Ti
source to fabricate the heterostructure via hydrolysis in the
presence of ethanol as a solvent. The procedure starts by mixing
8.6 mL of TBOT with 15 mL of ethanol and stirring for 10 min.
To control the hydrolysis rate, 1 mL of 2,4-pentanedione was
added to the TBOT/ethanol solution. Another solution was
prepared by mixing 20 mL of ethanol, 9 mL of water, and 1 g
of mc-PbTiO3. This mixture was sonicated 0.5 h to disperse the
powders. The pH was then adjusted to be between 3 and 4 by
adding 10 mL acetic acid (Z 99.7%, Fisher Scientific). The
TBOT/ethanol solution was then added drop-wise into the
mixture to form the precursor, which was stirred at room
temperature for 2 h and then aged at 90 1C in a water bath for
7 h. The product was obtained by collecting the aged powders,
washing several times with ethanol, and drying at 80 1C for 24 h.
This powder was then calcined in air to crystallize the TiO2 shell.
The powders were heated and cooled at 0.5 1C min!1, and
annealed for 2 h at 400 1C, 500 1C, or 600 1C. TiO2 was
prepared using the same procedure but without the addition of
mc-PbTiO3. Pb-doped TiO2 was prepared by dissolving 1 mol%

PbO into the precursor solution. As a control experiment, a
mechanical mixture of PbTiO3 and TiO2 was prepared (mass
ratio 1 : 2, consistent with the component percentage of powders
prepared by sol–gel method) in ethanol and sonicated at room
temperature for 1 h. The mixture was then dried overnight in air
at 50 1C.

Materials characterization

All powders were analyzed by X-ray di"raction (XRD) using a
di"ractometer (PANalytical, X’Pert Pro, Philips, Netherlands)
equipped with Cu-Ka radiation and operated at 45 kV and
40 mA. A scan rate of 31/min and a step size of 0.051 were used
for all y–2y scans. The morphology and microstructure of the
powders were characterized with transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM, F20, TECNAI, Hillsboro, OR) working at an
accelerating voltage of 200 kV. Powders were ultrasonically
dispersed in methanol and several drops of the suspension
were distributed dropwise to the surface of 400 square mesh
copper grid coated with a holey carbon support film. N2

adsorption–desorption measurements (Nova 2200e, Quanta-
chrome, FL), used to determine the specific surface area of
powders by Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) approach, were
performed at 77 K using a multi-point method. Prior to the
measurement, all samples were vacuum-degassed for 3 h at
300 1C to remove moisture. The pore size distribution was
obtained by Barret–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) model based on
the desorption data. Pore volume was measured at the P/P0 =
0.99 point. Di"use reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) was used to
analyze the optical properties of powders. The di"use reflec-
tance spectra were recorded by a UV-vis spectrophotometer
(USB2000, Ocean Optics), equipped with R600-7 reflection
probe which is optimized for 250–800 nm region. A PTFE
standard with uniform reflectivity between 250 nm and 2000 nm
was utilized as the reference.

Photochemical reaction setup

The rate of degradation of methylene blue (MB) under visible
light irradiation was used as a measure of photochemical
activity. A 300 W high pressure mercury lamp was used as
the illumination source. An aqueous suspension of 0.3 g of
photocatalyst was added to 65 mL of a 10!5 M MB solution
and poured into a 100 mL quartz reactor. A UV cuto" filter
(Oriel, l4 420 nm) with 20 cm2 window was placed in front of
the quartz reactor to absorb UV light. Prior to irradiation, the
suspension was stirred continuously for 2 h in the dark to
saturate the powders with the dye solution. The reaction was
carried out for five hours and 5 mL samples were removed
each hour for absorption measurements. The degradation of
methylene blue was evaluated by comparing the intensity of
the absorbance peak at 663.89 nm (denoted as C) and the
initial intensity (denoted as C0) before irradiation.

3. Results

X-ray di"raction patterns of the PbTiO3–TiO2 core–shell
particles, the component phases, and Pb-doped titania, all
annealed at 500 1C, are shown in Fig. 1. All di"raction peaks
could be indexed to the standard patterns of PbTiO3 (JCPDS
78-0299) and anatase TiO2 (JCPDS 46-1237). The pattern for
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the composite is consistent with a superposition of the two
component phases, indicating that almost no reaction occurs
between PbTiO3 and TiO2. This observation is consistent with
the PbO–TiO2 phase diagram.27 Compared with the di"raction
pattern of TiO2, Pb-doped TiO2 shows a small peak at 2y =
32.41, which is consistent with the most intense peak in the
PbTiO3 pattern, (110). This indicates that the doping exceeded
the solubility limit of Pb in TiO2 and that a small amount of the
ternary compound was formed. The 2y peaks at 25.21 and 47.81
are indexed to (101) and (200) planes of anatase, which are
marked in Fig. 1 and were used to calculate the lattice para-
meters of TiO2, Pb-doped TiO2, and TiO2 in the heterostruc-
ture. The results are shown in Table 1. Because the ionic radius
of Pb is much larger than Ti, it is expected that substitution at
the Ti site will cause some lattice expansion. The data in Table 1
indicate a significant lattice expansion occurred for the
Pb-doped TiO2 and a slight lattice expansion occurred for the
TiO2 in the heterostructures. The expansion of the unit cell
indicates that Pb was substitutionally incorporated in the doped
titania, with the amount being below the targeted value (owing
to the PbTiO3 formation) for the Pb-doped TiO2. The inter-
mediate value of the lattice parameters in the TiO2 coating in
the PbTiO3–TiO2 heterostructure indicates only a small amount
of Pb interdi"uses to the coating through the interface (being
less than the E1 mol% in the doped sample).

The TEM images in Fig. 2 illustrate the morphology and
microstructure of the heterostructured powders annealed at
500 1C. The image in 2(a) shows a typical particle and the
higher resolution image in 2(b&c) shows the interface between
themc-PbTiO3 and ns-TiO2. The PbTiO3 core is electron opaque
and appears black in the image. The nanocrystalline TiO2

shell appears as a semi-transparent layer surrounding the core.

The partially transparent layer shows a granular contrast
that corresponds to titania particles with an approximate
diameter of 10 nm, which is consistent with the value of 9 nm
calculated based on a Scherer analysis of the breadth of the
X-ray peaks shown above. A sharp and clear interface between
the micronsized core and the nanostructured coatings can be
observed. The thickness of the titania layer is not constant and
varies in the range of 50–100 nm, except for the occasional
agglomerate attached to the surface.
A high resolution TEM (HRTEM) image taken from the

interface is shown in Fig. 2(c). The measured spacing of lattice
fringes in the titania coating was 3.5 Å, corresponding to the
interplanar distance of the (101) plane of anatase TiO2. The
selected-area electron di"raction (SAED) pattern of TiO2

coating is presented in Fig. 2(d). The SAED pattern shows a
series of concentric circles rather than sharp bright dots
because of the polycrystalline nature of the nano-sized grains.
Those di"raction circles were indexed and identified as the
planes of tetragonal anatase TiO2.

To demonstrate the influence of high temperature annealing
on the nanostructured TiO2 and its interface with the micron
sized core, we carried out an in situ annealing experiment in

Fig. 1 X-ray di"raction patterns of (a) PbTiO3, (b) PbTiO3–TiO2

(c) TiO2 and (d) Pb-doped TiO2 annealed at 500 1C.

Table 1 Comparison of anatase d-spacings and lattice parameters for
titania, Pb-doped TiO2, and TiO2 in the heterostructures (labeled H-TiO2)

Material d101 (Å) d200 (Å) a/Å c/Å cell volume/Å3

TiO2 3.501 1.889 3.778 9.315 133.0
H-TiO2 3.508 1.890 3.780 9.418 134.6
Pb-doped TiO2 3.515 1.892 3.784 9.492 135.9

Fig. 2 TEM images of heterostructured particles composed of

mc-PbTiO3 and ns-TiO2 annealed at 500 1C. (a) Low magnification

bright field image of entire particle, (b) High magnification bright field

image of detail of the PbTiO3–TiO2 interface, (c) HRTEM image of

the interface, (d) SAED of TiO2 coating, (e) HRTEM image of the

interface after in situ annealing with high energy electron beam.
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the TEM using a high energy electron beam focusing on the
interface with accelerating voltage of 200 kV. A very thin
coating area, with two or three TiO2 particle layers, was
selected and exposed to a high-energy electron beam. Then
we investigated the same region after the annealing with TEM.
The interface after in situ annealing is shown in Fig. 2(e). The
area in the right side of the interface, related to mc-PbTiO3

core, did not change under annealing. However, coarsened TiO2

grains are clearly observed on the left side of the interface and the
size of TiO2 particle has increased from 10 nm to 25 nm. This
also leads to a clear decrease in the overall surface area, which is
unwanted for catalysis. The observation of fringes (marked with
white curve and line) at the PbTiO3–TiO2 interface suggests a
direct connection between the two phases, which is beneficial for
the electron transfer between the core and shell.

The surface area and pore morphology of mc-PbTiO3–
ns-TiO2 annealed at 400, 500, and 600 1C are shown in
Table 2. The diameters of the PbTiO3 particles are in the
micron range and, therefore, the surface area is small. This
result is consistent with the TEM images. The surface areas of
the PbTiO3–TiO2 heterostructures decrease on annealing from
117 m2 g!1 at 400 1C to 74 m2 g!1 at 500 1C and 26 m2 g!1 at
600 1C. This is the result of thermally driven consolidation and
coarsening, as shown in the in situ TEM experiment.28,29 Based
on their measured pore sizes, the mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2 and
ns-TiO2 prepared by the sol–gel method can be considered
mesoporous.

Fig. 3 shows the UV-vis di"use reflectance spectra of the
mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2 as well as those of component phases, all
annealed at 500 1C. The region between 400 and 450 nm is
magnified in the inset to highlight the details near the onset of
absorption. The reflectance spectra recorded from the UV-vis
spectrometer were converted to absorbance using the Kubelka–
Munk function.30 The data in Fig. 3 confirm that TiO2 exhibits
little absorbance of light with wavelengths longer than 400 nm.
The onset of the absorption of light by PbTiO3 occurs at a
longer wavelength because of its smaller band gap energy.31

Specifying a value for the band gap of PbTiO3 is complicated by
its anomalous absorption edge32 and, because of this, a wide
range of values between 2.75 eV and 3.6 eV can be found in the
literature.31–34 Micron-sized PbTiO3 prepared by molten salt
methods was reported to have band gap 2.75 eV,31 and this
material is apparently similar to the material used here. The
absorbance data in Fig. 3 shows that PbTiO3 begins to absorb
light at 435 nm, a wavelength consistent with a band gap of
2.85 eV. The absorbtion edge of heterostructured PbTiO3–TiO2

is close to that of the PbTiO3 core material, indicating that the
core is the primary photon absorbing phase in the visible region
of the spectrum.

mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2 annealed at 500 1C and its component
phases were used to photochemically degrade methylene blue
using visible light (l 4 420 nm). Methylene blue is an organic
heterocyclic-dye and is relatively stable against degradation in
normal conditions. Photochemical degradation leads to a
reduction in absorbance, which correlates to a reduction in
concentration. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The data
denoted as ‘‘blank’’ is the result of a control experiment
carried out in the same way as all of the others, but without
an added catalyst. The constant absorbance with time verifies
that methylene blue is not homogeneously degraded by visible
light under these conditions. Similarly, no degradation is
detected for the experiment with microcrystalline PbTiO3 used
as the photocatalyst. Recall that this sample has a small surface
area compared to the others, so this result does not necessarily
mean that PbTiO3 is inert for this reaction, simply that it is not

Table 2 Surface areas and pore characteristics of mc-PbTiO3–
ns-TiO2 and its components

Material
Processing
T/1C

BET surface
area (m2 g!1)

Pore
volume (cc/g)

Pore radius
Dv (r) (Å)

ns-TiO2 500 83 0.14 25
mc-PbTiO3 500 2 0.01 N/A
mc-PbTiO3–
ns-TiO2

400 117 0.19 23
500 74 0.15 28
600 26 0.13 55

Fig. 3 Absorbance data, converted from di"use reflectance spectra

using the K-M function. (a) PbTiO3–TiO2, (b) PbTiO3 and (c) TiO2

annealed at 500 1C. The inset enlarges the absorbance spectra between
400 nm and 450 nm.

Fig. 4 Photochemical dye degradation with PbTiO3–TiO2 annealed

at 500 1C and its component phases during irradiation by visible light

(l 4 420 nm). Blank refers to data from a control experiment

conducted without the addition of a catalyst. The curve from the

blank is not visible, because the data from PbTiO3 overlaps it on the

horizontal axis.
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capable of degrading detectible amounts of MB under these
conditions. TiO2 by itself shows modest reactivity, even
though the absorbance data in Fig. 3 indicates that it is not
able to absorb visible light photons. This phenomenon has
been reported previously and is referred to as the ‘‘TiO2-mediated
dye degradation’’ process.35,36 According to the reported process,
TiO2 is not excited by the visible light but provides a pathway for
electron transfer from excited dye molecules to oxygen atoms
adsorbed on the TiO2 surface. The generation of superoxide
radical anion, "O2

!, and "OH radicals on the surface of TiO2 are
the primary species responsible for organic dye degradation in
these conditions.35,36

Compared with the low rates of MB degradation by TiO2,
PbTiO3, and physical mixtures of the two phases, themc-PbTiO3–
ns-TiO2 core–shell structure exhibits greater photochemical activity
measured by the dye degradation rate. The greater degradation rate
is reflected in both the slope of the absorbance versus reaction time
curve and by the total amount of dye degraded during the
experiment. After 5 h of irradiation, the concentration of MB in
the solution decreased to 20% of its initial concentration. The time
evolution of the dye concentration can be reasonably accounted
for by a pseudo-first-order model, represented by the following
equation.37–39

ln(C0/C) = Kappt (1)

In this equation, C0 is the dye concentration at time = 0, C the
concentration of dye at time = t, Kapp the apparent first-order
reaction rate, and t the visible light exposure time. According
to the data shown in Fig. 4, the MB removal rate over
mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2 (0.24 h!1) is 4.8 times greater than TiO2

alone (0.05 h!1). No significant dye degradation was observed
in the blank experiment, indicating that self-degradation of the
dye by visible light irradiation can be ignored. Also, the
mechanical mixture of PbTiO3 and TiO2 showed less reactivity
for dye degradation thanmc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2 core–shell structured
powder prepared by sol–gel method, indicating the importance of
the interface between the two phases.

Fig. 5 compares the dye degradation rates of mc-PbTiO3–
ns-TiO2 annealed at 400 1C, 500 1C, and 600 1C. The results of
the dye degradation experiment using Pb-doped TiO2 are also
shown in Fig. 5. The results indicate that the annealing
temperature influences the photochemical activity ofmc-PbTiO3–
ns-TiO2. It is noteworthy that the photochemical activity of these
heterostructured powders is not simply related to the surface area.
The sample annealed at 500 1C degrades MB at the highest rate,
even though it does not have the largest surface area. The
powder annealed at 600 1C exhibits the lowest reactivity
among the heterostructured mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2 samples.
The photochemical reactivity of the Pb-doped TiO2 is similar
to the undoped, ns-TiO2. The reaction rates are 0.049 h!1 and
0.05 h!1 for the Pb-doped and undoped materials, respectively.

4. Discussion

The most interesting aspect of the results presented here is that
PbTiO3 microcrystals coated with nanostructured TiO2 have a
greater photochemical activity for methylene blue degradation
under visible light than either of the components from which the
composite is made, or a mixture of the two phases. To understand

the reactivity of the heterostructured catalyst, schematic
energy level diagrams are constructed for both negative and
positive polarizations normal to the heterostructure and
these are presented in Fig. 6(a) and (b), respectively. In this
schematic, the band gap energy of PbTiO3 and TiO2 (anatase)
is assumed to be 2.85 eV and 3.2 eV, respectively. The band
gap for PbTiO3 is based on the DRS measurement (Fig. 3) and
the band gap for TiO2 is based on a reported value.40,41 The
reported work function of TiO2 is 4.2 eV42 and this value was
used to position the Fermi level relative to the vacuum level.
We assume that the Fermi level is 0.1 eV below the conduction
band edge.43 The conduction band edge energy of PbTiO3 was
estimated, using the method of Butler and Ginley,44 to be
4.23 eV below the vacuum level. The electrochemical equilibrium
between solid and the solution is achieved by having a constant
Fermi level throughout all three phases. In each case, it is
assumed the surface potential,Vs, is controlled by the interaction
between the titania and the aqueous solution and we use a value
of 0.5 eV. The redox potential of 10!5 Mmethylene blue solution
was reported to be +0.011 eV on NHE scale at pH = 7 and is
marked in the figure.45 Finally, we assume that the energy
levels in the TiO2 layer are not fully relaxed to the bulk energy
levels because it is thinner than the depletion layer which is about
100 nm in titania.25

As stated above, Fig. 6(a) and (b) respectively depict the
energy levels for the heterostructures when the negative
polarization (the positive direction of polarization points into
the ferroelectric) and positive polarization (the opposite case)
are normal to the heterostructure interface. We ascribe band
bending in the micronsized ferroelectric core to arise primarily
from the spontaneous polarization, which has been measured
to be 75 mC cm!2 at room temperature,46 and leads to an
internal charge that is o"set by the depletion & accumulation
region in the doped semiconductor. The core also absorbs
most of the visible light. Recall that the DRS data showed that
the mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2 composite absorbed visible light, and
that titania does not. Therefore, electrons and holes created in
the PbTiO3 core will be influenced by the band bending.
Photogenerated electrons in PbTiO3 will be drawn to the

Fig. 5 Methylene blue degradation with PbTiO3–TiO2 annealed

at di"erent temperature from 400 1C to 600 1C and TiO2 doped with

1 mol% Pb.
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PbTiO3–TiO2 interface in positive domains and holes will be
repelled from the interface. The opposite process will occur in
negative domains, where holes will be drawn to the interface.
The use of a micronsized core is necessary to prevent the
decrease in ferroelectric spontaneous polarization that occurs
with decreasing particle size. The decrease in polarization
begins in the range of 100–200 nm,47 so this is the minimum
size of cores that support full polarization. The cores used in
the present experiments were significantly larger than the
minimum, and could perhaps be optimized further by decreasing
the average size below a micron. Meanwhile, the fully extended
space charge region of the micronsized core can increase the
amount of separated charge carriers and improve the e!ciency
of light absorption. Previous experiments demonstrated that
mc-BaTiO3–ns-TiO2 exhibited higher photocatalytic activity for
hydrogen production than ns-BaTiO3–ns-TiO2.

12

Once carriers reach the PbTiO3–TiO2 interface, Fig. 6
indicates that there are energy barriers for transmission. For
example, electrons transported to the interface in positive
domains (see Fig. 6(b)) encounter increasing energy levels in
the shell layer and holes reaching the interface in negative
domains encounter a similar barrier. It should be noted that
the titania shell is actually porous and the energy levels are not
expected to vary uniformly. For the charge carriers to be
injected into the nanostructured TiO2 layer, they must either
have enough energy to overcome the barrier48 or they must
tunnel through it.22,23 Because the titania grains are only on
the order of 10–15 nm, the distances necessary for transport in
the porous coating are significantly smaller than the complete
shell thickness. Therefore, tunneling may be the dominant
process. Because the transfer of photogenerated charge carriers
from the core to the shell is essential for the reaction to occur, it
is important that the core and shell be chemically bonded to
each other, and not simply in contact. The importance of the
quality of this interface is indicated by the low reactivity of the
mechanical mixture of PbTiO3 and TiO2. Note that while it is
possible that the reaction occurs at the PbTiO3–TiO2 interface,
we think that this is unlikely to make a significant contribution

to the reactivity; the PbTiO3 has a very low surface area to
begin with, and the reaction would be further limited to sites
along the three phase boundaries where dye from solution
could come in contact with the PbTiO3–TiO2 interface.
Because the outer TiO2 layer is nanostructured and meso-

porous, there is a large surface area for the dye to absorb and
for charge carrier transfer. The dye degradation process has
been studied and reported on previously.1,36,39 Based on these
studies, it is agreed that photogenerated electrons combine
with the adsorbed oxygen molecules to form superoxide
radical anions, "O2

!. The photogenerated holes oxidize excited
dye molecules to form radicals or they oxidize surface adsorbed
H2O to form hydroxyl radicals, "OH.While the oxidation half of
the reaction is most directly associated with the dye degradation,
both are essential for maintaining charge balance.
The annealing temperature influences the crystallinity,49

surface area,49 and the contact at the core–shell interface,12

and each of these characteristics have di"erent e"ects on the
photochemical activity. In the mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2 hetero-
structured powders, the sites where the charge carriers react
with adsorbed molecules are on the TiO2 surface, even though
no charge carriers are generated in the TiO2 layer. This means
that the carriers must be transported from the light absorbing
PbTiO3 core to the titania/solution interface without recom-
bination. Because crystal defects are known recombination
centers, higher crystallinity and improved interface quality are
expected to enhance the photochemical activity and these
characteristics are expected to improve with greater annealing
temperatures. On the other hand, higher annealing temperatures
are expected to reduce surface areas and this will decrease the
photochemical activity. These considerations form the basis for a
plausible explanation of the observed variation in reaction rate
with annealing temperature. The sample annealed at the lowest
temperature (400 1C) has the highest surface area (117 m2 g!1).
The surface area of the sample annealed at 500 1C is 37% lower,
yet it has a slightly higher reactivity. In this case, we propose that
increases in the crystallinity and interface quality o"sets the
reduction in surface area. The sample annealed at 600 1C exhibits

Fig. 6 A schematic energy level diagram of PbTiO3–TiO2 with (a) negative polarization and (b) positive polarization normal to the

heterostructure interface. Evac, EC, EF, Ev, and Es are the energies of the vacuum level, conduction band, Fermi level, valance band, and surface

potential, respectively.
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the lowest reactivity (see Fig. 5) and it has the lowest surface area
(26 m2 g!1). In this case, it seems that any further gains in
crystallinity or interface quality cannot o"set the decrease in
surface area. Finally, it should also be mentioned that the coating
architecture is also important and a"ected by the annealing.38 A
dense shell blocks the penetration of the methylene blue to the
inner parts of the shell near the core and forces charge carriers to
be transported over longer distances. Both of these factors will
limit the photochemical activity.

Considering the fact that Pb-doping has been reported to
extend the absorption edge of some layered perovskite photo-
catalysts to the visible light range, it might be proposed that the
increased photochemical reactivity of PbTiO3 supported titania is
the result of a small amount of Pb that dissolved in the titania
during processing.50 Contrary to this suggestion, calculations
were used to predict that the band gap of anatase is enlarged by
0.02 eV with Pb doping.51 To determine if changes in the
electronic structure caused by Pb doping influence the reactivity,
a control experiment was conducted to measure the degradation
of methylene blue by Pb-doped titania. The result shows
that Pb-doped TiO2 is less reactive than mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2

annealed at the same temperature (500 1C). In addition,
the reactivity of Pb-doped TiO2 is similar to the undoped
TiO2. Those results indicate that Pb doping is not the primary
factor leading to the enhancement of photochemical reactivity
of mc-PbTiO3–ns-TiO2.

While there have been two other examples of heterostructured
photoactive materials comprised of micron scale cores and nano-
structured coatings,11,12 this is the first example that uses a visible
light absorbing ferroelectric core. The strategy of separating the
light absorbing function and the surface reaction function of the
photocatalyst to di"erent phases in intimate contact is likely to lead
to many other visible light photochemically active materials. The
findings presented here indicate that controlling the hierarchical
structural features of the particle, including the length scales of
structural features in the core and the shell, will be important for
optimizing performance.

Conclusion

Heterostructured powders consisting of a microcrystalline
PbTiO3 core surrounded by a nanostructured TiO2 shell were
prepared by the sol–gel method. This composite exhibited
enhanced photochemical activity for methylene blue degradation
in visible light when compared to the component phases by
themselves. The enhanced photochemical reactivity is attributed
to the absorption of visible light by the PbTiO3 core, the
separation of photogenerated carriers by internal fields at the
interface, and reaction at the surface in a nanostructured TiO2

shell. The enhancement in the photochemical activity cannot be
explained by the incorporation of Pb in the titania. The reacti-
vities of materials annealed at di"erent temperatures did not scale
with surface area, suggesting that the crystallinity of the shell and
structural integrity of the interface are also important factors.
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